
Understanding Your File Makeup 
in the “New Normal” 



Here with you today:

Ambry Capistrano, Director of Membership
Monterey Bay Aquarium

Jackie Biancolli Libby, Senior Vice President
Avalon Consulting Group

Myles King, Director of Donor Communications, Stewardship, 
& Annual Fundraising
The Kennedy Center

Daniel Vincent, Director of Membership
The Trustees



• Museums and performance 
venues closed

• Limited re-opening

• Staff furloughed

• Digital fatigue

• What do we do??? 

What’s the new normal for arts fundraising?



• Understand today’s 
picture

• Know what your 
performance looks like –
it could be very different 
from other orgs

• What are your current 
challenges?

• What challenges do you 
need to consider for 
future years? 

Look at your data. In today’s evolving environment, you 
need to understand what’s happening with your file. 
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If my revenue and member counts look good, why do I 
need to look beyond standard KPIs?





CHALLENGES: 

• Pandemic-related closure

• Membership rate increase

• Surges from blockbuster shows

• Press coverage about other orgs applied to the KC – different business model!

HOW DO WE MANAGE THROUGH THESE?

• Review and compare post-surge and post downturn performance from the past to 
inform our re-solicitation strategies going forward.

When outside factors skew our performance, we must 
make sure that our Membership foundation is strong.



Member surges are driven by show popularity. 
Understanding how Membership ebbs and flows around 
big shows is critical. 



And, more recently, other factors have impacted our file in 
big ways: a rate increase and COVID-related closure.
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In FY19, new joins were at the lowest level they’ve been 
since FY14, with declines in acquisition across all channels 
and dramatically down after the 2018 surge.
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First-Year Retention % First-Year Members

Following blockbuster years, we’d seen a spike in the 
percentage of first-year Members on file and a decline in 
first-year retention.
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Blockbuster #1

While first-year retention often drops when first-year 
volumes increase, the drop-off after the FY18 blockbuster 
was much larger than previous years.

Blockbuster #2 Blockbuster #3

43%
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Excluding FY18 blockbuster joins, the decline in first-year 
retention is less severe (22% vs. 43% decline) and is typical 
after a rate increase. 

Industry Range



So, we’re ready to anticipate some drop in retention. 
But our Member counts look ok, right?

And new joins are up 
42% in FY20 vs. FY19 
through Q3.

Overall FY20 Member 
numbers look flat to FY19.
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But when you look at new joins and reinstates by quarter, 
you see a MUCH different picture. The huge Q2 surge 
(green) is masking the Q3 drop off (yellow).

Q2

Q1

And that Q2 surge is heavily weighted toward “blockbuster 
joins” which we know will have weaker retention. . .

Q3
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YoY Q3 New Joins and Reinstates

New Joins Reinstates

And in Q3, the abrupt delays in acquisition due to COVID-
19 = drastic declines in new joins/reinstates over FY19. 

85% 73%



And new joins are not the only group impacted.

• Number of new joins

• New join revenue over time

• Number of members in the pipeline to major gifts

• Major donor revenue over time

• Upgrade potential and associated revenue over time



We need to double down now to counteract the drop off

• Add a DM acquisition mailing – Q4 new joins should rebound slightly

• Expand all other DM acquisition campaign quantity

• Expand co-op models to mail most productive lists

• Increase TM reinstatement contacts

• Increase mail quantity in planned reinstatement mailings

• Add a year-end reinstatement email campaign 

• Move expense from Patron program to Membership



So we are proactively developing new strategies, like 
evergreen packages, to allow us flexibility in the future. 



And engage Members and the public with experiences 
they want… that we can safely deliver. 

Outdoor space

Streaming event passes

Digital content and performances

Virtual donor events



So that next year and beyond we will have…
• A Membership file that is trending toward stability and back on track for growth;

• Members who are invested not only in performances they can see in person but 
also the KC's mission and digital presence; and

• A strong group of philanthropically motivated Members poised to upgrade to 
major gifts.





COVID closure led to a huge drop in new joins.

• Closure, no ticket sales 
or on-site joins

• Virtually no web joins

• DM acquisition 
performance half of the 
previous Spring 
acquisition

• All led to dramatic drop 
off in new joins 
compared to FY19

92% 94%
78%
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This led to a great shift in file composition, moving the 
program toward more multi-year members.

9%

91%

FY20

FirstYear MultiYear

29%

71%

FY19

FirstYear MultiYear



And, because multi-year retention is typically much 
stronger than first-year, we need to project average gifts 
and response rates up in FY21, which will help offset 
revenue loss from a smaller membership file.

Retention through FY19 Q4



To further get ahead of potential revenue loss, we had to 
double down on our existing campaigns. 

• Highlight “two free months” 
offer in member acquisition

• Keep renewals on track

• Expand reinstatement efforts

• Focus messaging on the 
animals and conservation work

Out-of-state reinstatement language

In-state reinstatement language



Since on-site member benefits were not going to be 
motivating factors during the closure, we had to diversify 
our messaging to make clear how the closure was 
impacting us.



And we had to continue communicating the need for 
ongoing support, despite the closure.



We leveraged digital content to keep people engaged.



Going forward we will: 

• Ramp up reinstatement

• Continue to change messaging 
based on geography 

• Engage members in special digital 
programming and events 

• Prepare for the aquarium's 
reopening 

• Be ready to ramp up acquisition 
when the time comes 

• Add resends to renewals to 
further engage members.





As we do every March, we began to gear up for the busy 
season for our outdoor properties…

• Most of The Trustees’ properties are 
outside, weren’t force to close, and were 
deemed safer than indoor spaces during 
the pandemic. 

• For people looking for safe activities, The 
Trustees’ properties were a welcome site 
and this drove up new joins, 
reinstatements, web traffic, etc.

• Initial concern about the impact to 
membership was quickly replaced by 
concern about keeping up with the sheer 
volume of new members. 



When the pandemic hit, we were bracing for new 
joins to go down… but they skyrocketed!
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15% above all-time high 
response 4 years ago! 

This campaign NETTED money and the Net/Donor was 4.6x higher than the next highest Net/Donor on record.



And online engagement was also off the charts.
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To break it down by quarter, we brought in nearly double 
the number of new members in Q1 as last year. 

95% 24%
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It’s also key to know where those new joins are 
coming from (mostly onsite) AND how they tend to 
retain. Spoiler alert: Not nearly as well as DM joins. 



A surge in new joins is a good problem to have, sure… 
but how do we keep these new members engaged this 
year, in 2021, 2022, and beyond?

• Unsure of how new joins will behave in terms of retention, we know we cannot 
bank on high retention.

• Map out contact strategies for 2020 joins that will maximize returns, but limit costs.

• Identify additional stewardship efforts to keep donors engaged.

• Forecast different scenarios based on changes in file composition. 



Our focus going forward? Retain, steward, engage

We need to harness this momentum and focus on each group so even more 
people in Massachusetts can connect with our 120 special places!
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Ok, so how do I make all this work 
for my program???



• Show how your file composition is changing and explain what that means.

• Show the value between DM-acquired vs. on-site.

• Spell out the short term impact – less revenue, fewer renewals.

• Point out the long term – less in the pipeline for major donors.

• Make the case for investment now to stave off attrition from canceling DM 
acquisition and closure onsite – it will pay off for years to come.

• Make the case for expanding or reinstating direct mail to stabilize your file.

• Steward your existing members; keep renewals on track.

• Maximize your digital content and communications to engage and raise funds. 

How do you effectively communicate all this to your boss?



Thank you! 

Ambry Capistrano
Director of Membership
Monterey Bay Aquarium
acapistrano@mbayaq.org

Jackie Biancolli Libby
Senior Vice President
Avalon Consulting Group
jackieb@avalonconsulting.net

Myles King 
Director of Donor Communications, 
Stewardship, & Annual Fundraising
The Kennedy Center
mcking@kennedy-center.org

Daniel Vincent 
Director of Membership
The Trustees
dvincent@thetrustees.org
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